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current state of the energy grid in the United States is a threat
not only to energy production and way of life but also to our
national security. Currently the energy infrastructure is
extremely vulnerable, not resilient, and susceptible to a host of
physical and cyber attacks. In the event of a major attack
against the United States, the energy grid would be a vulnerable
and important target that might cripple our military capacity to
project forces. In addition to the threat that is posed by a fragile
energy grid, the military is also under pressure from the senior
decision and policy makers to use more renewable energy. With
more than 30 presidential mandates having been imposed on
the Army, significant funding cuts, and a strategic objective to
have secure and reliable energy from renewable sources, the
Army must have a defensible and transparent investment
strategy and a means to assess economic and non-economic
value of energy investments. Unfortunately, there are insufficient
funds for resourcing renewable energy projects focused solely
on energy security. This...
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The ebook is straightforward in go through preferable to recognize. It typically does not charge too much. Its been
designed in an exceptionally straightforward way and it is just following i finished reading this book where basically
altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Reta Mur phy
It becomes an amazing pdf which i actually have at any time read through. This can be for all those who statte there
had not been a worthy of reading through. You wont sense monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what
catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Cla ud K r is
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